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"THE ROAD OF DEATH"
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September 28

Along the Road of Death we are driving to the Naples plain, The worst

is over, We hove turned the comer out of the steepest mountains at Camerelle

and are heading due east for Vesuvius and Naples.

For the post five days of bitter fighting I hove seen a mile added to the
Road of Death each day, p hove driven so many trues up end cloven this valley road

through the mountains from Salerno, always just a fraction further every day, as

tne infantry struggled ohood, thot I con see every ugly piece of ruin one! decay on

it with ny eyes shut. For years to cone this volley will be remembered as the
scene of one of the hardest victories of the war, A11 of us who have written

about the fighting hove tried to bring home to the outside world just how re-

lentless has been the strain upon the English infantry who have stretched their

energy and their courage as far as men can to force a way out of these mountains

But the result of their fighting and of the German resist once upon the

valley itself should be known, too, for this is what happens in on invasion and

it is not so long since we prepared for on invasion of England. This is what

night hove happened to any stretch of English countryside leading up from the sea,

.Along every mile of the lovely volley, from Salerno and Vietri to Cava De Tirreni

and Camerelle and beyond, there is not o single house that has not been hit by
shellfire or bombing. When you look doom from one of its mountain tops you see

nothing but peace. The forests drop gracefully down from the high ridges to the

vineyards, the orchards and the maize fields# The volley' bottom looks os if it

were one continuous line of pink and blue and white villas, cottages and farms,

swelling every so often into villages and towns# But when you go down among the

houses you find that half of them along the roadside ere rubble choked skeletons

and the rest arc cracked or shell-pocked #

Houses ore not the only ruins * Passing along the Rood of Death there is

first the smashed parapet of the famous Gauntlet bridge at Vietri. A German tank

lies to one, side seemingly intact but shattered inside by the hand grenade dropped
from the slope above, which killed all its crew.

On the stoop mountainside above, a great slash of rust runs through the

green trees - the scar on the earth that the German nortar bombs had set on fire*

Every few yards there is some new* sign of death.and destruction: a German

corpse in a ditch, badly needing burial ; fallen horses swollen with death and
shattered form carts; a factory chimney with a shell help, neatly drilled through

it like the eye of a monstrous needle; splintered telegraph polos dangling

trailing'wires across broken walls; graves on high grassy shelves and in ditches -

graves wherever a German or an Englishman had fallen and there was no time to drag

him out of the battle, and those are bodies that will, no doubt, be collected be-

fore long and buried in some trim cemetery by the Mediterranean; the crumbled

ruins of futile rood-blocks - the kind of cement road-blocks in which w*e once

placed so much faith at hone; burnt out trucks, shell-craters; and the rusty

littor of German petrol and water cans. Through it all, up and down every day,

stirring the rubble dust into white clouds, flattening who shell eases strewn on

the-road, bumping in and out of the shell-holes, rumbling across the sappers*

bridges spanning arches that the enemy had blown up, moves the traffic of an

army, the huge dust—coloured., camouflaged train of trucks and carriers and jeeps
and trailers that are needed to supply any force,
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Now that the tanks arc moving through with all their maintenance train the

traffic along the road of death has swelled to a roar. Luckily past Camerelle the

single road branches into several parallel roads so that, at last, we will have

elbow room end the Germans have too many different routes to mine "or block

thoroughly. At the head of it all slowly, methodically, painfully, moves the

infantry - laden dusty men in single file or crawling spread out, over the ridges or

digging yet another line of slit trenches to hold a new position.

You come across their small headquarters in ruined houses or under bridge

arches; the Colonel or the second in command unshaven and tired, sitting on the

ground with his tin hat pushed back on his head, receiving a stream of messages from

the signallers at their wireless sets by his side sending orders forward to his

companies and reports back to brigade headquarters*

You find them if you choose your time tactfully, always willing to explain
what is happening with that patience and politeness which is most marked in the

front line probably because men cannot afford to add to the strain by losing control

of their tempers.

Threading their way to and fro among all this death, destruction and physical

fury arc the Italian people. If to this ground struggle were added the terror of

air attack this constant movement of people with their bundles and their handcarts

might cause great panic and confusion.

As it is they arc merely a pa. thetic background* They move away from their

homes but however great the ruin they move back as soon as they can* Old, grey men

will gravely salute you as they sit in the sun on broken chairs at the doors of

roofless houses* Children run among the ruins; swarms of children pale and

ragged, too often ‘with skin diseases. Ahenever you stop small boys run up to your

jeep chattering excitedly about the Boche and begging cigarettes*

Mothers sit on fallen blocks of stone to suckle their babies. Old ailing women

are trundled past on handcarts wrapped in their bedclothes till they can be trundled

back again in safety, Mow and then someone is killed or dies in the normal way.

Along the road of death, grotesque because it is the last thing you expect to see

in a battlefield, comes the undertaker’s hearse, with black hangings and plumed

horses. The one thing you never' find along the road of death is resentment.

Their homes are ruinedtheir lives disrupted yet they greet you amiably, grin

and -wave from broken -windows, talk as long as you will let them. Either life is

easy to rebuild in the Mediterranean warmth or they feel our march along the road

of death is the last battle of this -war.
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